Extrinsically magnetic poly(butylene succinate): An up-and-coming petroleum cleanup tool.
This work presents the synthesis and characterization of extrinsically magnetic poly(butylene succinate) (PBS). PBS is obtained from succinic acid (SA), which can be efficiently produced from renewable biomass by fermentation. Thus, the use of SA helps to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, constituting a good way to accumulate carbon credits. The magnetic PBS here presented was prepared by fusion using different amounts of maghemite. Obtained materials were characterized using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Small angle X-ray scattering and magnetic force tests. Besides, the oil removal capability (OR) of the samples was also studied. All the magnetic composites were able to remove petroleum from the water. Among them, the one filled with the highest amount of magnetic particles was able to remove 11 g of oil per gram of composite. Also, XRD and SAXS results showed that PBS is a long size oriented material, which allows it to work as a thermoset, avoiding its dissolution in organic contaminant medium. As PBS can also be considered as a platform, these are promising results for the oil spill cleanup applications.